STORM SEASON – REIMBURSEMENT FOR MOVING VEHICLES TO AVOID FLOOD LOSSES

ALLY Insurance advises the movement of inventories threatened by flooding to safer areas. For Information regarding the development of disaster prevention plans contact ALLY Insurance Loss Prevention (800) 729-4622, Option 4.

A part of any flood avoidance disaster prevention plan is the movement of vehicles to safer areas. To encourage insured dealers to move vehicles to safety, ALLY Insurance will reimburse a dealer up to $25.00 per vehicle moved to avoid flooding.

Requirements for Reimbursement - The following information will be needed by the Claims Department:
- Record the distance vehicles were moved.
- Indicate the location to which the vehicles were moved.
- Provide a VIN list or an inventory print out indicating which vehicles were moved.
- Provide an invoice briefly detailing the expenses incurred in moving the vehicles including:
  - Number of employees involved
  - Time involved in the move and cost per employee

Reimbursement “Triggers” - the reimbursement program is in effect when conditions are as follows:
- Hurricanes, Tropical Storms, Tropical Depressions – if your area is placed under a “watch” for any of these events by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) the Reimbursement program is in place.
- If a flooding event is forecasted for your area (rising river or stream, etc.) contact ALLY Insurance Loss Prevention to determine if the reimbursement program will apply.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE ALLY INSURANCE LOSS PREVENTION DEPARTMENT 1-800-729-4622, Option 4

This document contains a brief explanation loss prevention measures. No warranty of the suggestions or recommendations is implied or made.